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This study suggests that Euler's formula including time as a variable [exp(it) =cos(t) + 

isin(t)] gives, through a series of 7T/2 rotations of axes of tirne [imaginary time (it) and real time 

(t)], exponential functions with base e [exp(t) and exp(-t)] used for the growih analysis of 

ruminants and forages. 

INTRODUCTION 
Exponential functions with base e are the function of importance to the growih 

analysis of ruminants (Brody, 1945; Parks, 1982; Shimojo et al., 2002b, for example) and 

forages (Watson, 1952; Radford, 1967; Milthorpe and Moorby, 1979; Hunt, 1990; Shimojo 

et al., 2002b, for example), and to the prediction of growih curves in ruminants and 

forages (France and Thornley, 1984, for example) . It is known that Euler's formula 

relates, using imaginary unit, trigonometric functions to exponential functions wlth base 

e. Euler's formula will be changed into exponential functions with base e that can be used 

for growih analysis , provided that imaginary unit is vanished by mathematical treatments . 

The present study was designed to derive exponential functions wlth base e from 

rotations of axes of time described using Euler's formula. 

DERIVING EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS WITH BASE e FROM 
EULER'S FORMULA 

Exponential functions with base e used for growth analysis 
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Exponential functions wlth base e used for growih analysis generally take the form of 

exp(a ' t) and that of exp(-a ' t), where a=constant >0 and t=time (Milthorpe and Moorby, 

1979). In the present study, exp(t) and exp(-t) will be taken up from the viewpoint of 

sim plifilcation. 

Euler's fonnula including time 
Euler's formula that includes time (t) is given by 

exp (it) =cos (t) + isin(t) , (1 ) 
where i=imaginary unit, it=imaginary time, t=real time. 

Euler's formula includes not only real time but also imaginary time. The imaginary time is 

considered a tool of convenience to calculations. If this is accepted, then there will be 

two axes of time intersecting orthogonally each other, the axis of real time (t) and the 

axis of imaginary time (it) . Since imaginary time (it) is given by 7z:/2 rotation [ X i] of real 

time (t) , this might be expected to be followed by a series of 7T/2 rotations of axes of time. 

it/2 rotatiou of two axes of time in Euler's formula 

The 7c/2 rotation of two axes of time in (1) gives 

exp{i ' (it)}=cos(i ' t) + isin(i ' t) . 

Then, the left-hand side of (2) is 

(2 ) 

exp[i ' (it)]=exp (-t) . (3 ) 

Using hyperbolic cosine and hyperbolic sine the right-hand side of (2) is transformed as 

f ollows : 

cos (i ' t) + isin(i ' t) =cosh(t) + i ' isinh(t) 

=cosh(t)- sinh(t) 

exp (t) + exp (-t) exp (t) - exp (-t) 

2 2 =ex p (-t) . (4) 
This shows that there is a reduction to the axis of real time (-t) by 7c/2 rotation of both 

imaginary time (it) and real time (t) axes in Euler's formula. 

it/2 rotation of the axis of tixne in exp(-t) 

The 7T/2 rotation of the axis of real time in exp (-t) gives 

exp[i ' (-t) }=cos(-t) + i sin(-t) . (5) 
It is shown that 7c/2 rotation of the axis of real time (-t) in exp(-t) gives, through an 

appearance of the conjugate complex to Euler's formula, the axis of imaginary time (-it) 

and that of real time (-t) . 

7t/2 rotation of two axes of time in the conjugate complex to Euler's foruula 

The 7r/2 rotation of two axes of time in (5) gives 
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exp[i ' {i ' (-t) }]=cos{i ' (-t) } + isin[i ' (-t) }. (6) 

Then, the left-hand side of (6) is 

exp[i ' {i ' (-t) }]=exp (t) . (7) 
Transforming the right-hand side of (6) using hyperbolic cosine and hyperbolic sine gives 

cos{1 ( t)}+1sm{1 (-t)]=cosh(-t) +i'isinh(-t) 

=cosh(t) + sioh(t) 

_ exp(t) + exp(-t) + exp(t) - exp(-t) 

2 2 = ex p Ct) . (8) 
This shows that there is a reduction to the axis of real time (t) by 7c/2 rbtation of both 

imaginary time (-it) and real time (-t) axes in the conjugate complex to Euler's fonnula. 

7T/2 rotation of the axis of time in exp(t) 

The 7c/2 rotation of the axis of real time in exp(t) gives a return to the start, namely 

Euler's formula, 

ex p (it) =cos (t) + isin (t) . ( I ) 
This anti-clockwise cycle, using 7c/2 rotation [ X i], of Euler's formula, (1) - [(3) and 

(4)] - (5) - [(7) and (8)] - (1), is shown in Fig. 1. There is also a clockwise cycle, 

using -7c/2 rotation [ X (-i)], of the conjugate complex to Euler's formula in order to 

obtain exp (-t) and exp (t) . 

txi 

exp(-t) 

(-t) x i 

ex p(it)=cos(t)+isin(t) 

ex p {i(-t) } =cos(-t)+isin(-t) 

txi 

exp(t) 

. (-t)xi 

Fig. 1. An anti-clockwise cycle in Euler's formula using 7T/2 rotation [ Xi] of axes of time. 

Comparison between exp(t) and exp(-t) 
When the passage of time (t) rs shown by O - I - 2 - 3, for example, there is a 

moving forward in time (O - 1 2 - 3) for exp(t), but exp(-t) shows a moving ~ 
backward in time (O -- - -2 - -3) that comes from an interpretation as exp{1(-t)}. 1 
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In addition, if exp(t) is regarded as exp{-1(-t)}, then this will show a moving backward in 

tirne. The existence of Euler's formula and its conjugate complex between exp(t) and 

exp(-t) , which is shown in (1)-(8) , suggests that imaginary tirne and real time axes 

intersecting orthogonally each other separate the moving forward in time from the 

moving backward in time . 

As shown in (1)-(4) , the anti-clockwise 7c/2 rotation [ X i] of two axes of time in 

Euler's formula gives exp(-t), a moving backward in time. Then the clockwise 7cl2 

rotation [ X (-i)] of two axes of time in Euler's formula gives exp(t) , a moving forward in 

time as shown in the following calculation and in Fig. 2. Thus, 

exp{-i ' (it) }=cos (-i ' t) + isin(-i ' t) 

=cos{ (i ' (-t)] + isin{ (i ' (-t)], (9) 
therefore, the left-hand side of (9) is 

exp{-i ' (it) } =ex p (t) , (1 O) 
and the right-hand side of (9) is 

cos{i ' (-t) } + isin{i ' (-t) }=cosh(-t) + i ' isinh(-t) 

=cosh(t) + sirth(t) 

exp(t) + exp(-t) + exp(t) -exp(-t) 

2 2 =ex p (t) . (1 1) 
txi 

ex p (-t) 

Fig. 2. 

exp(it)=cos(t)+isin(t) 
tx(-i) 

ex p(t) 

A clockyise 7T/2 rotation [ X (-i) J and an anti-clockwlse 11/2 rotation [ X i] 

of two axes of time in Euler's formula. 

There is also another way: the clockwise 7c/2 rotation [ X (-i)] and anti-clockwise lcl2 

rotation [ X i] of two axes of time in the conjugate complex to Euler's formula lead to 

exp(-t) and exp(t), respectively. 

However, in the actual growih analysis of ruminants and forages, exp(t) and exp(-t) 

are regarded as exp(1 ･t) and exp(-1 ･ t), respectively, in order to show the moving 
forward in time (Milthorpe and Moorby, 1979). 

EULER'S FORMULA AND MACRO-ASPECTS OF RUMlNANT 
AGRICULTURE 

The present study suggests that exponential functions with base e used for the 
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growih analysis of ruminants and forages are derived from a series of 7c/2 rotations of 

axes of time described using Euler's formula. The growih of forages and ruminants is a 

macro-aspect of great importance to ruminant agriculture, as well as field-forage-rumi-

nant relationships (Shimojo et al., 2002a, 2003a, b). 

It is known that Euler's formula shows a spiral when described stereographically 

(Yoshida, 2000), which might be associated with micro-structures in ruminants and 

forages. This will be taken up in the following paper in this issue. 
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